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ABSTRACT

Propose a neural-network based size and color invariant character recognition system using feed-forward neural network. Our feed-forward network has two layers. One is input layer and another is output layer. The whole recognition process is divided into four basic steps such as pre-processing, normalization, network establishment and recognition. Pre-processing involves digitization, noise removal and boundary detection. After boundary detection, the input character matrix is normalized into 12×8 matrix for size invariant recognition and fed into the proposed network which consists of 96 input and 36 output neurons. Then we trained our network by proposed training algorithm in a supervised manner and established the network by adjusting weights. Finally, we have tested our network by more than 20 samples per character on average and give 99.99% accuracy only for numeric digits (0~9), 98% accuracy only for letters (A~Z) and more than 94% accuracy for alphanumeric characters by considering inter-class similarity measurement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pattern recognition is the assignment of a physical object or event to one of several pre-specified categories [1]. It is an active field of research which has enormous scientific and practical interest. As [2] notes, it includes applications in “feature extraction, radar signal classification and analysis, speech recognition and understanding, fingerprint identification, character (letter or number) recognition, and handwriting analysis (‘notepad’ computers)”. Other applications include point of sale systems, bank checks, tablet computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs), handwritten characters in printed forms, face recognition, cloud formations and satellite imagery.

Character is the basic building block of any language that is used to build different structure of a language. Characters are the alphabets and the structures are the words, strings and sentences etc. [3]. As in [4] character recognition techniques as a subset of pattern recognition give a specific symbolic identity to an offline printed or written image of a character. Character recognition is better known as optical character recognition because it deals with the recognition of optically processed characters rather than magnetically processed ones. The main objective of character recognition is to interpret input as a sequence of characters from an already existing set of characters. The advantages of the character recognition process are that it can save both time and effort when developing a digital replica of the document. It provides a fast and reliable alternative to typing manually.
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An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) introduced by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 is an information processing paradigm that is inspired by the way biological nervous systems, such as the brain, process information. The key element of the ANN paradigm is the novel structure of the information processing system. It is composed of a large number of highly interconnected processing elements (neurons) working in unison to solve specific problems [5]. ANNs are trainable algorithms that can learn to solve complex problems from training data that consists of a set of pairs of inputs and desired outputs. They can be trained to perform a specific task such as prediction, and classification. ANNs have been applied successfully in many fields such as pattern recognition, speech recognition, image processing and adaptive control.

A lot of scientific efforts have been dedicated to pattern recognition problems and much attention has been paid to develop recognition system that must be able to recognize an object regardless of its position, orientation and size [6]. Recently neural networks have been applied to character recognition as well as speech recognition with performance, in many cases, better than the conventional method [7]. Several neural network-based invariant character recognition system have been proposed. In [8], a pattern recognition system using layered neural networks called ADALINE was proposed. In [9], a character recognition system based on back-propagation algorithm has been proposed. In [10] a neural network based handwritten character recognition system without feature extraction was proposed.

In this paper we propose an artificial neural network based color and size invariant character recognition system which is able to recognize English characters (A~Z) and numbers (0~9) successfully. Our feed-forward network has two layers: one is input layer and another is output layer. No hidden layer is used. We have used supervise manner to train our neural network. Although we have trained and tested our system only with Times New Roman Font but the system is able to recognize character of any other font if properly trained with that font.

The rest of this paper organized is as follows. In section 2, the basic methodology of our character recognition process is described. Section 3 gives the results & discussions and finally we conclude this paper in section 4.

2. METHODOLOGY

The whole recognition process consists of four basic steps: preprocessing, normalized character matrix creation, network establishment and recognition. Preprocessing consists of digitization, noise removal and boundary detection of the digitized character matrix. In figure 1 we show the flowchart of our proposed character recognition scheme.

2.1. Input Character Image

Our system is able to recognize any colored printed character image with white background and font size is between 18 and 96. Figure 2 shows the sample character (e.g., 2 and Z) images of different sizes and colors.

2.2. Digitization and Matrix Creation from Character Image

In order to able to recognize characters by computer the character image is first digitized into a matrix i.e. transformed into a binary form for the ease of handling by the computer as shown in figure 3. Color image is first converted to the gray scale image as follows [11]:

\[ Y = \text{(int)} \{ (0.33 \times R + 0.56 \times G + 0.11 \times B) \} \]  

(1)
Where, R is the red component of a color pixel, G is the green component of a color pixel, B is the blue component of a color pixel and Y is the value of a pixel in a gray scale level. The image is then converted to binary. Just replace all the gray levels of the image into binary value 0 (for gray level value 129 to 255) treated as absence of writing or 1 (for gray level value 0 to 128) treated as presence of writing.
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Figure 1. Proposed Character Recognition Scheme
Figure 2. Sample character images of different sizes and colors.

Figure 3. Digitized binary matrix of the sample character 2 and Z respectively

2.3. Boundary Detection

After creating the digitized binary matrix from the input character image, the detection of boundary is very much important to recognize character correctly. The boundary detection procedure is therefore given by [12]

i. For top boundary detection, scan the character matrix starts at the top-left corner and remove all rows from top having only 0’s. To detect top boundary there must be at least two consecutive 1’s in two consecutive rows. Then the first row of the two consecutive rows from top will be selected as top boundary.

ii. For bottom boundary detection, scan the character matrix starts at the bottom-left corner and remove all rows from bottom having only 0’s. To detect bottom boundary there must be at least two consecutive 1’s in two consecutive rows. Then the first row of the two consecutive rows from bottom will be selected as bottom boundary.

iii. For left boundary detection, scan the character matrix starts at the top-left corner and remove all columns from left having only 0’s. To detect left boundary there must be at least two consecutive 1’s in two consecutive columns. Then the first column of the two consecutive columns from left will be selected as left boundary.

iv. For right boundary detection, scan the character matrix starts at the top-right corner and remove all columns from right having only 0’s. To detect right boundary there must be at least two consecutive 1’s in two consecutive columns. Then the first column of the two consecutive columns from right will be selected as right boundary.

In figure 4, we show the binary matrix of the sample character 2 and Z shown in figure 3 after detecting boundary.
2.4. Normalization

Normalization is the process of equating the size of all extracted character bitmaps (binary array). For size invariant character recognition, we have converted the boundary detected input character matrix into 12×8 normalized matrix. The normalization procedure is as follows:

i. Take top row and left column assuming they contain salient features.

ii. Then take alternate row and column until desired 12×8 character matrix is found. For example, the size of input character (after boundary detection) is 15×11. Then during normalization,
   a. take first row
   b. delete row 2,4,6
   c. Take all the remaining row
   d. Converted the matrix to 12×11

iii. Similar process for column as in ii (a-d). Finally the matrix is converted to 12×8.

In figure 5, we show the two different representation of normalized 12×8 matrix of the each sample character 2 and Z. The position of 1’s in two normalized character matrix may be different because of different sizes of the same character are normalized into 12×8 matrix.
2.5. Network Architecture

Figure 6 shows the proposed feed-forward neural network architecture to recognize English alphanumeric characters. The network consists of 96 input and 36 neurons in its output layer to identify the character. Each input neuron corresponds to one binary value of the normalized character matrix and each output neuron corresponds to one of the 36 characters (0~9 and A~Z). For example, \( X_1 \) for top-left corner value of the matrix and \( X_{96} \) for the bottom-right and so on. No hidden layer is used. So we have to set only one type of weight, input – output layer weights. These weights represent the memory of the network, where final training weights can be used when running the network. Note that in the next subsequent section we use matrix instead of normalized input character matrix for simplicity.

From figure 5 it can be seen that binary value 1 is not always at the same location in corresponding matrix (e.g., for digit 2 in different matrix.). Some value is always same at the same location (e.g., 1 at location row0 and col4 in figure 5(a)). So take a positive weight for these locations i.e., take a positive weight (e.g., 3) for common 1 in same location and negative weight (e.g., -3) for common 0 locations as initial weight. The advantage of negative weight is that it will produce a lower weighted sum for other characters. For uncommon position, if more than equals two matrix has 1 at the same location take a positive 3 for that location. Otherwise, take a positive value such as 3 or 1 or 1.5 could be taken by considering interclass similarity measurement. Similar process should be taken for 0. In this way, fixed a weight matrix for each character such that corresponding neuron fires as the process shown in figure 6. The training procedure of our network is as follows:

1) Take a random training sample for any character (it is better to go ahead in sequence i.e., 0-9 and A-Z) and then generate 12×8 matrix.
2) Generate the corresponding 12×8 initial weight_matrix by taking 3 for a 1 and -3 for 0 of the input matrix.

3) Calculate the weighted sum \( O_i \) (net activation) as follows:

\[
O_i = \sum_{j=1}^{36} w_{ij} x_j
\]

Where, \( i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, 35 \).

5) Calculate the sum of positive weight, \( P_{wi} \) of the weight_matrix.

6) Calculate \( Y_i = f(O_i) = O_i / P_{wi} \).

Where,
- \( O_i \rightarrow \) Net activation for each character \( i \) (e.g. 0, 1, 2, ..., 9, A, B, ..., Z)
- \( P_{wi} \rightarrow \) the sum of positive weight of the weight_matrix for each character.

7) Pick the maximum \( Y_i \).

8) Check if the corresponding neuron fires. If neuron fires then save the weight matrix into a file.

9) Check with other training samples of the same character and update the weight described as above.

10) Fixed the weight matrix and save into a file after the final training samples for that character.

11) Repeat steps 1 to 9 for any other character.

12) If the training is complete then the network is established.

Figure 7 shows the sample weight_matrix to recognize character Z. Then we have tested the network with other samples that are not used in training. The testing procedure of our proposed system is as follows:

1) Take a random sample for any character and then generate 12×8 matrix.

2) Calculate the weighted sum \( O_i \) (net activation) as follows:
\[ O_i = \sum_{j=1}^{36} w_{ji} x_j \]

Where, \( i = 0, 1, 2 \ldots 35 \).

3) Calculate the sum of positive weight, \( P_{wi} \) of the weight_matrix.
4) Calculate \( Y_i = f(O_i) = O_i/P_{wi} \).
   Where,
   \( O_i \rightarrow \) Net activation for each character \( i \) (e.g. \( 0, 1, 2 \ldots 9, A, B \ldots Z \))
   \( P_{wi} \rightarrow \) the sum of positive weight of the weight_matrix for each character.
5) Pick the maximum \( Y_i \).
6) Check if the corresponding neuron fires.
7) If neuron fires, recognize corresponding character.
8) Repeat steps 1 to 7 for any other character.

We have trained the network by 5-10 samples per character in a supervised manner by considering inter-class similarity and more than 20 samples per character on average is used to test the system.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Based on the proposed method described in the preceding sections, our system is able to recognize 10 English digits (0-9) and 26 capital letters (A-Z). We have used more than 1000 character samples to test our system. The proposed system is able to recognize only numeric digits (0-9) with 99.99%, only letters (A-Z) with 98% accuracy and alphanumeric characters (0-9, A-Z) with more than 94% accuracy on average by considering inter-class similarity measurement. Among all characters, the recognition rate of inter-class similar characters is lower than the others. Table 1 shows the empirical result for only inter-class similar characters.

Table 1. Empirical Result: Interclass Similarity Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Character</th>
<th>No. of Input sample</th>
<th>No. of Correct Identification</th>
<th>No. of Wrong Identification</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Though we have trained and tested our system with the Times New Roman font of size between 18 and 96 but the system is able to recognize character of any other font if trained properly. The recognition rate for inter-class similar character is lower than others in comparison because the characters are very much similar with each other. In addition, our proposed method is size and color invariant but not rotation invariant. Though we have trained and tested our system with only printed characters but the system may also able to recognize handwritten characters if all the samples of same character are of same angle-oriented but may be of different sizes and colors. The system is implemented with java language in windows environment.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an artificial neural network-based simple color and size invariant character recognition system to recognize English alphanumeric characters. Our proposed system gives excellent result for numeric digits and letters when they are trained and tested separately but produce satisfactory result when they are processed together. In addition our system is computationally inexpensive and easier to implement.
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